ACI MARINA DUBROVNIK – Ultra sailing base
TECHNICAL BACK UP ( SUPPORT )

+385 98 341 084

RESTAURANT
MARKET

MARKET
ULTRA SAILING OFFICE

ULTRA CHARTER FLEET

OLD TOWN

Base contact details
Office manager:
Mobile:
Office phone:
Adress:
Opening hours:

Franica Rusković
+385 99 316 1484
+385 21 398 578
ACI Marina Dubrovnik, 20236 Mokošica, Dubrovnik
08:00 – 20:00 ( Sunday : 08:00 – 12:00 )

Charter information
Fleet on:
Check in:
Check out :

PIER D
Saturday 17:00
Saturday 09:00

Marina facilities
ACI Marina Dubrovnik lies near Komolac, about 2 NM from the entrance to the port of Gruž and only 6 km
from the old city nucleus. The marina has 425 berths and 140 boat places on land. All berths have water and
power supply. Marina is open all year round.
 reception
 exchange ofﬁce, ATM
 café, aperitive-bar, restaurant, tavern
 toilets and showers











laundry service
nautical gear store
repair shop
parking lot
supermarket „Konzum“ ( inside marina, 20 m from Ultra office )
the gas station ( 500 m away from ACI Dubrovnik )
tennis courts
swimming pool
HOT SPOT Whireless

Arrival details
by plane
Maybe the most practical way to reach Dubrovnik is to travel by plane. The Dubrovnik airport is 23 km away
from ACI Marina Dubrovnik.There are daily flights from Zagreb with Croatia Airlines, and weekly flights from
several other European cites. To reach our base in marina, you can use transfer or taxi.
by boat
The port of Gruž, the main port in Dubrovnik, is connected with all major Croatian ports as Rijeka and Split. The
largest Croatian company is Jadrolinija which has line from Rijeka via Zadar to Split, Hvar and then Dubrovnik.
There are also regular ferry lines to Ancona, Pescara and Bari in Italy if you want to cross over from Italy to
Dubrovnik.
by car / bus
For all of those who are traveling by car to Dubrovnik from the direction of Zagreb the safest and the fastest
way is the highway. There's only 3,5 hours highway drive from Zagreb to Split (A1 Zagreb-Split highway) and
than around 3,5 hours, depending on the traffic, from Split to Dubrovnik driving the non-motorway "Adriatic
magistral" road. If you chose to take the old road from Zagreb to Dubrovnik, it’ll take you 9,5 hours from
Zagreb to Dubrovnik – for those who would want to sight see Croatia. In that way it’ll by wiser to avoid Split,
so, be shure that after city Sinj you turn left towards Trilj and than after Trilj turn right towards Cista Provo
after which you’ll have to turn again right towards Šestanovac. Finally you’ll exit on "Adriatic magistral" road,
just after Gornja Brela, which will take you to Dubrovnik. If you’re coming from Rijeka direction, the best way is
to drive along the coastline; "Adriatic magistral" road and then get on a highway for Split and follow directions
described above.
Maybe the cheapest way to approach Dubrovnik is to travel by bus. Numerous bus lines that lead to Dubrovnik
from every lager city in Croatia operate more than several times a day. Croatia has a well developed national
transport network of bus lines that reaches even the smallest of villages on the coast. Regular international
bus lines connect Croatia to Austria, Italy, Hungary, France, Germany, Slovakia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and
other countries.
from an old town of Dubrovnik to ACI Marina in Komolac
Now, you are in Dubrovnik and want to go to ACI Marina. If you want to go by bus, you should get on the bus
numbers 1A or 1B and get of on a bus stop in Komolac (just after the INA gas pump). If going by car, follow the
signs for Gruz Harbour and then, after going under the bridge go left on the first crossing. After that just go
straight ahead until you are in Komolac. The first road that goes on left is the entrance to the ACI Marina
Dubrovnik.

About Dubrovnik
Dubrovnik is one of the most beautiful cities on the Croatian coast. In the Middle Ages the Republic of
Dubrovnik was an important rival of Venice. Many buildings in the Old city center testify of this glorious past
and to its Venetian influence. The walls of Dubrovnik girdle a perfectly preserved complex of public and
private, sacral and secular buildings representing all periods of the city’s history, beginning with its founding in
the 7th century. Particular mention should be made of the city’s main street, Stradun, the Rector's Palace, the
church of St Vlaho, the Cathedral, three large monasteries, the Custom's Office and the City Hall. The Republic

of Dubrovnik was the centre of a separate political and territorial entity, and was proud of its culture, its
achievements in commerce and especially of its freedom, preserved down so many tempestuous centuries.
Today, Dubrovnik is also a very lively city, with many things to do. The coast nearby offers all sorts of activities
and the town has many restaurants, bars and nightclubs.

What to see in Dubrovnik
While you are waiting for your boat, we reccommend you to visit following places:
 The mansion of Petar Sorkocevic
 The Cathedral and Churh of St.Blaise
 Old city with city walls, gates of Pile, Stradun and Clock Tower
 Onofrije´s fountain
 The Dominican monastery with the oldest Pharmacy in Europe
 Rector´s palace with City Cultural History Museum
 Sponza palace
 Aquarium
 Fort Lovrijenac, Minceta Fortress
 Mount Srđ
 Island of Locrum with Benedictine monastery and Botanical garden

Usefull tips








VHF ch 17 – ACI Marina channel
VHF ch 16 and VHF DSC ch 70 – Frequencies of permanent watch on emergency and safety of
navigation
Maritime Safety Information ( MSI ) are transmitted in Croatian and English language by Dubrovnik
Radio on VHF chanells 4, 7, 28, 85
MSI broadcast schedule ( UTC ): 05:45, 12:45, 19:45
Official Croatian Emergency phone number ( Police, ER / Hospital ) : 112
Sailing to Montenegro – outboard engine and 2 persons with valid skipper licences needed
Bus 1A or 1B goes every 15 minutes from Komolac to the Old Town. Bus stop is located near the
entrance to ACI Marina.

